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2021 Fifth Wheel Heartland ElkRidge $63,400
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Description Stock #349652 - 2021 ElkRidge by Heartland (32RK) - Fifth Wheel RV in Charlotte,
TNLooking for a Fifth Wheel with a great floorplan that sleeps up to 6
comfortably? Look no further this 2021 Elkridge 32RK is loaded with all the
features that make this fifth wheel feel like a home on the road.This RV has two
roof-mounted AC units that deliver 28,500 BTUs of cooling capacity. Azdel
laminated sidewalls - with lightweight non-wood substrate, sound barrier, and
better insulation value- make this a great unit for extreme conditions! The furnace
is 35,000 BTU and provides plenty of heat on those cold winter nights to keep
everyone nice and warm.The Rear Kitchen Floor plan - (RK) provides a large, open
galley (kitchen) with two opposing slides to open it even further. The cabinetry is
lovely, and the kitchen island provides an additional eating space beyond the
stand-alone dining table with four chairs. The corner countertop with the large
farm-style stainless steel kitchen sink surrounded by the solid surface
countertops provides extra counter space in the galley. The residential 4-door
refrigerator/freezer and the microwave/convection oven over the range hood with
vent, fan & light, over the 3-burner gas stove top with glass cooktop cover, over
the gas oven below make this kitchen feel like you are right at home and ready to
entertain for tailgating or family and friends at the campsite.When you enter the
unit - you are in the middle of the camper - in the living area - which features two
sleeper sofas that quickly convert into beds. The Entertainment Center features a
wall-mounted flat-screen TV, Stereo System with a DVD player, Bluetooth, and a
large electric fireplace that can be used for heating or just for ambiance.The
Control Center is in a hidden cabinet behind the sleeper sofa facing the rear of the
unit.As you head up the steps and down the hallway, the bathroom is on your left -
it features a large step-in shower with a corner seat - and a skylight overhead for
lots of natural lighting. The bathroom sink has an extended countertop to the right
of the sink, a medicine cabinet over the sink, and additional cabinet space below
the countertop. The porcelain toilet with a foot flush pedal is opposite the
sink.The master bedroom features a King-size bed with a slide-out that creates
additional space for walking around the bed. A dresser and overhead cabinets are
on the wall at the foot of the bed.The large full-width wardrobe closet is also
prepped for a clothes washer/dryer unit if desired.Outside, the large patio awning
gives you shade at the campsite - the outdoor kitchen provides an extra
refrigerator for drinks, and the two-burner stove top and cabinets provide plenty
of storage space for cooking outdoors.Setup and breakdown are a breeze with
the hydraulic 6-point leveling system at the touch of a button. The power cord
takeup reel is a very nice bonus. All RV systems are clearly marked and easily
accessed - power, water heater, water controls, exterior shower, sewer, and auto-
leveling controls.Don't hesitate to contact us with any questions or to schedule an
appointment to see this almost-new fifth wheel - you won't be disappointed!We
are looking for people all over the country who share our love for boats/RVs. If
you have a passion for our product and like the idea of working from home,
please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot] com to learn more.Please submit any
and ALL offers - your offer may be accepted! Submit your offer today!Reason for
selling is not using it like we thought we would.You have questions? We have
answers. Call us at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never
been easier. At Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the
country. Call (855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 349652
VIN Number: rvusa-349652
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 32

Item address 37036, Charlotte, Tennessee, United States
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